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Travel Insurance 

Insurance Product Information Document 

Company: AWP P&C S.A., Branch office Germany  

Product: Exclusion of CDW Deductible

Passenger Car for one trip

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This information sheet provides you with a brief overview of the essential contents of our insurance product. The insurance cover is exhaustively 

described in your insurance documents. To be fully informed, please read all documents. 

What type of insurance is this? 
Our product is a special tariff and provides the following benefit: Exclusion of CDW Deductible.

 
 

 

    What is insured? 

Exclusion of CDW Deductible 

Which events are insured? 

✓ Damage of rental vehicle caused by a road traffic accident, attempted 

theft or vandalism 

✓ Theft of the rented vehicle 

What will be reimbursed? 

✓ The contractually payable and charged deductible of the fully 

comprehensive insurance 

Sum insured: The sum insured must be commensurate with the agreed 

deductible for the collision damage insurance of your vehicle rental 

agreement.; a maximum of 3,000 €, 5,500 € or 8,000 € is possible. 

 

 

    What is not insured? 

Exclusion of CDW Deductible 

Events that are not insured: 

x Damages which are not covered by the vehicle rental company‘s existing 

(primary) fully comprehensive insurance 

x When the vehicle is not driven by a driver registered in the rental contract 

x Damages caused to the interior equipment of the rented vehicle 

Vehicles that are not insured: 

x Rental vehicles used for peer-to-peer car sharing 

x All vehicles except passenger cars 

 

 

    Are there any restrictions on cover? 

Exclusion of CDW Deductible  

! Vehicles that have a manufacturer’s suggested retail price of more 

than 120,000 € are not insured. Please refer to the vehicle rental 

contract for restrictions on cover in connection with the rental contract. 
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    Where am I covered?  
✓ World incl. USA / Canada 

 

    What are my obligations?  

You are obliged to report and prove the damage or loss to us without delay. 
 

Exclusion of CDW Deductible  

• When taking receipt of the rental vehicle you must inspect it for pre-existing damage and ensure that this is documented appropriately. 
• You are obliged to report theft or accidents to the vehicle rental company and to the police. 

 

    When and how do I pay? 

The premium is due as soon as the insurance contract is arranged and must be paid upon delivery of the insurance certificate. 

 

    When does the cover start and end? 

The insurance cover begins with the hand-over of the rental vehicle to you and ends on the end date specified in your rental vehicle agreement, but no later 

than the actual return of the rental vehicle. 

 

    How do I cancel the contract? 

The insurance contract ends at the agreed point in time. You do not have to cancel. 

 


